An experimental in vivo method for analysis of local deformation on tibia, with simultaneous measures of ground reaction forces, lower extremity muscle activity and joint motion.
This paper presents the pilot procedures of a new in vivo experimental method for measures of local bone deformation on tibia. The tibia transducer consists of a strain gauge mounted on a surgical staple, and was designed to measure local bone deformation. Pilot measurements were undertaken during two standardized conditions of forefoot and heel landing in seven healthy volunteers. Implantation of two tibia force transducers on tibia were performed under local anaesthesia. The local peak tibia deformation occurred at 20-42 ms (median) after ground contact, and was up to eight times higher during stance phase loading compared with standing still on one leg. Ground reaction forces, muscle activation patterns and kinematics were registered simultaneously, and were used to validate that the observed local deformation on tibia occurred under controlled and clinically relevant conditions. The new method may be used for investigating local deformation within various bone structures of the lower extremity. There are further methodological issues to address before major clinical interpretations may be concluded. In order to verify that the strain gauge transducer system was valid, a controlled displacement of the staple shanks was performed with a micrometer, and showed a linear relationship between applied deformation and strain gauge response (r = 0.97-0.99). In addition, a linear relationship was found between externally applied static forces and strain gauge response in a four-point bending cadaver system (r = 0.96-0.98).